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Abstract 
Background. Modern information conveying technology can facilitate interac-
tive communication that transcends the possibilities of information exchange 
in ordinary face-to-face dialogue. However, interactive communication has its 
limits, related to lack of personal and physical closeness between communica-
tors. When a communication channel is narrow – when written signs or verbal 
utterances are the only interpretive clues – misinterpretation and poor dia-
logue happens more easily than in face-to-face encounters. Design. The article 
analyses the concept of interactive narrowness on the basis of philosophical 
speech act theory and a study on interaction between paramedics and health 
personnel working in acute medical communication centers. Method. The 
article uses a combination of theoretical interpretation and experimental phi-
losophy – philosophical analysis ‘from below’ – to develop a conceptual analy-
sis of interactive narrowness that is grounded in actual experiences of this 
form of communication. Analysis. The paramedics held that it was difficult to 
secure interactive communication in hectic and unpredictable situations in-
volving emotional disagreement and conflicts about choices of actions. Even 
when it was possible to discuss difficult situations on the phone, this could not 
replace face-to-face dialogue. Discussion. The paramedics’ experiences sup-
port the conclusion that there is an irreducible interpretive element in face-to-
face dialogue that is not present in interactive communication. Speech act 
theory can shed further light on this irreducibility and, more specifically, on 
the importance of personal closeness in communication. Implications. Face-
to-face communication is crucial in contexts that have similarities to the sensi-
tive situations described by the paramedics. The article indicates how this and 
related implications apply in various settings and uses interactive dialogue 
between teachers and students in distance learning courses as an example area 
to clarify the main implications. 
Keywords: Interactive communication, conceptual analysis, face-to-face dia-
logue, prehospital medical work 
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Introduction 
Interactive information exchange has become a dominant form of human 
communication, not only in our private lives, but also in pedagogical contexts 
such as dialogue between professional teachers and students (Keegan 1996, 
Caron 2007). Interactive communication and information conveying technol-
ogy are used on all study levels – from primary schools to universities and in 
many further education courses. In fact, in some courses, typically session-
based teaching for adolescents in distance learning arrangements, interactive 
classrooms constitute the main communication arenas (Katz et al 1999, An-
derson 2008). Learning programs like Fronter i and Its Learning ii are imple-
mented and used as pedagogical tools over a large scale, often in combination 
with more common programs like Skype and Facebook (Saba & Shearer 1994, 
Keegan 1996, Saba 2000).   
These programs constitute structuring frameworks for interactive dialogue in 
the sense that they have many functions that are designed to secure successful 
exchange of thoughts and beliefs (Nordby 2006, Anderson 2008). Neverthe-
less, senders and audiences in communicative processes face many challenges 
of understanding when they are engaged in interactive discourse. The most 
obvious challenge is that communicators do not have full awareness of the 
context ’in the other end’ – there is not the same kind of personal closeness 
and rich observational access as in ordinary face-to-face encounters (Nordby 
2006, Bargiela-Chiappini & Haugh 2010).  
This absence of personal closeness is particularly striking in all the chat-
programs that students use in further education settings, typically in group 
work.  Students often exchange written messages on-line without visually ob-
serving each other, and this can make the communication challenging. In tele-
phone calls a person’s tone of voice can be of help (consider ’I can hear that he 
means to be ironic’), but it is limited how this can constitute a sound interpre-
tive clue.  In fact, even camera based programs such MSN and Kik cannot in-
corporate the quality of being present together. There is something that is 
simply not there. Even visual face-time communication channels are narrower 
than the rich observational context of ordinary face-to-face dialogue (Argyle 
1988, Kappas & Kramer 2011). 
The first aim of this article is to use philosophical speech act theory to clarify 
how interactive narrowness influences the quality of human communication. 
The basic idea in speech act theory is that communicators use as little lan-
guage as they think is needed in order to convey all the information they in-
tend to communicate (Sperber & Wilson 1986a, Cappelen & Lepore 2006). 
According to this economical principle about communication, a large part of 
the message senders intend to transmit in communicative processes is under-
neath the surface of what they directly say. Senders typically hope, and they 
usually have good reason to believe, that communicative meaning that is not 
literally expressed ends up in the intended way in the consciousness of their 
audiences (Davidson 1987, Grice 1989, Bach 1994). This means that when 
communicators have limited interpretive clues, there is an increased probabil-
ity that audiences form incorrect beliefs about the part of the message that is 
not directly expressed in language.  
The second and main aim of the article is to discuss the significance of this 
implication by using results from a study on interactive communication be-
tween paramedics and ambulance coordinators in acute medical communica-
tion centers. iii The aim of the study was to understand how the paramedics 
experienced this communication, and how they thought it could be improved. 
A striking finding was that emotional and conflict related communication was 
conceived to be very challenging on-line. Poor interactive dialogue affected 
decision processes, cooperation and, in the final instance, the quality of the 
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patient work. Within the framework of speech act theory and a modern empir-
ical approach to conceptual analysis, the last part of the article uses these find-
ings to elucidate the concept of interactive narrowness and to explain why it is 
so challenging to secure dialogue when communicators are not situated to-
gether in an ordinary face-to-face encounter.  
Forms of communication 
It is extensively documented that non-verbal behavior plays an important part 
in human communication (Bargiela-Chiappini & Haugh 2010). It is difficult to 
measure exactly how communicators rely on non-verbal interpretation – how 
they use body language, facial expressions and other contextual factors as sig-
nificant interpretive clues when this is possible (Argyle 1988). However, there 
is widespread theoretical and empirical agreement that personal closeness is 
vital in ordinary face-to-face communication (Hinde 1972, Baym et al 2004, 
Kappas & Kramer 2011). When communicators are physically close and able to 
see each other, a variety of observations are essential in audiences’ interpreta-
tions of senders’ communicative intentions.  
This kind of rich interpretational access is not available in interactive commu-
nication that is based on the use of modern information conveying technology 
like computers and mobile phones. iv In email correspondence all that is visible 
to audiences is written signs. The communication channel is narrow – the 
communicative process does not have all the dimensions of ordinary face-to-
face encounters (Baym et al 2004, Nordby 2006). Interactive narrowness, in a 
fundamental sense, tightens the scope of human interpretation. 
There are, obviously, degrees of narrowness. Misunderstandings in interactive 
communication are much more likely to occur when many communicative 
dimensions are missing. Thus, in communication involving text messages with 
many abbreviations it is more challenging to secure communication than in 
internet based communication involving web cameras (Kappas & Kramer 
2011). Both forms of communication are interactive, but the latter is not as 
narrow as the former. It reminds more of ordinary face-to-face dialog in the 
sense that communicators can see each other. Nevertheless, communication 
via web cameras is not as transparent as ordinary face-to-face dialogue: audi-
ences can visually and audibly observe senders, but they are not situated to-
gether; they are not in the same three-dimensional interpretative room. All 
forms of interactive distance can make it challenging to achieve a full under-
standing of the context ‘in the other end’, and this can easily lead to uncertain-
ty (and suspicion!) about senders’ communicative intentions.  
Pedagogical experiences 
My own pedagogical experiences from a further education program for medi-
cal paramedics can serve as an initial illustration of the challenges in interac-
tive communication.v In classroom discussions, our students often describe 
their interactive dialogue with ambulance coordinators in acute medical cen-
ters (AMK) vi, via telephone or on-line written messages that are displayed on 
screens in ambulances and AMK. This communication can be stressful and 
hectic. Patients transported in ambulances are often critically ill or injured, it 
is difficult to secure proper assessment and treatment, and decisions must be 
made quickly. Nevertheless, the paramedics and AMK personnel sometimes 
disagree about choices of actions, and it is difficult to secure a shared, rational 
understanding of the situations the paramedics confront (Tjora 1997, Berlin & 
Carlström 2009, 2011). 
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These contextual factors can easily lead to misunderstandings, and many par-
amedics have negative experiences from their communication with ambulance 
coordinators in AMK. As one said: ‘I do not trust him [a particular coordina-
tor]. We have had many conflicts. So now, when he says [my italics] nice 
things like ‘You did a good job’ I typically think he is smiling ironically to the 
others in the control room [in AMK] when he is talking to me.’ Another para-
medic student analyzed the main challenge in an illuminating way: 
The problem is that we never see them [the AMK personnel]. So we ask 
ourselves: what are they doing in the other end of the line? Are they shaki 
ng their heads and rolling their eyes while they are talking to us? We get 
suspicious. We know what we do not have good reason to, but it is so dif-
ficult. The suspicion seems to come naturally. Perhaps we are born like 
this. 
This is, in fact, a quite general attitude. In a comprehensive study on the rela-
tion between paramedics and telephone operators in AMK, Tjora (1997) found 
that places where the cooperation worked well were places in which paramed-
ics often visited AMK after having delivered patients at the hospital where 
AMK was situated: 
The contact is maintained through regular visits [in AMK]. The paramedics 
and the personnel in AMK really get to know each other. There is a friendly, 
open atmosphere. In coffee breaks they talk to each other, tell jokes and laugh 
together (Tjora 1997, p. 103). 
A key to successful interactive communication was that the paramedics and 
AMK personnel learned to know each other as persons. But this happened in 
the face-to-face encounters. These encounters created bonds of trust and re-
spect – both parties achieved a shared understanding that made them feel 
comfortable about discussing difficult issues in interactive contexts. This devel-
opment of trust and interpretive competence could not be documented in places where 
paramedics and AMK coordinators never met.vii 
This importance of face-to-face encounters, as described by Tjora, is striking. 
Nevertheless, the relation between paramedics and AMK is just one example of 
how it is difficult to secure communication in interactive contexts. It has, more 
generally, been extensively documented that observational togetherness is 
crucial for securing dialogue in emotional, conflict related and other forms of 
challenging communication (Argyle 1988, Baym et al 2004, Kappas & Kramer 
2011). The point is simply that interactive narrowness makes it challenging to 
talk about difficult issues. 
These challenges in interactive dialogue can be elucidated from many perspec-
tives, and it seems, at least prima facie, unreasonable to assume that one per-
spective is more sound than the others. A better suggestion is that various 
theoretical, empirical and practical analyses jointly can shed light on crucial 
distinctions between face-to-face and interactive communication. My first 
explanatory focus here will be a cognitive perspective from modern philosophy 
of mind and language. I will argue that speech act theories – theories of how 
language acts are used to express complex communicative intentions – are 
plausible frameworks for explaining why there are so many pitfalls in interac-
tive communication. 
Speech act theory 
The basic idea in speech act theory is that written or spoken language acts is 
only the tip of the iceberg in human communication (Sperber & Wilson 1986a, 
Bach 1994, Recanti 2004). Senders mean much more than what they strictly 
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speaking say, and successful dialogue depends on audiences being right about 
the part of the message that is beneath the surface (Grice 1989, Cappelen & 
Lepore 2006). This is part of the ‘whole package’ – the overall message send-
ers intend to convey. Thus, part of the communicative message is only ex-
pressed indirectly, not literally in words that the sender uses. An imagined 
example can serve as an introductory explanation of how this can lead to poor 
communication:  
A student has a meeting with his supervisor. They are discussing the progress 
of the student’s work on his master thesis, and the supervisor sums up his 
comments by saying ‘I think this is beginning to look very good’. This kind of 
appraisal is usually remembered well, so also in this case. After the meeting 
the student thinks about the conversation and what the supervisor said. He is 
confident that the supervisor is very pleased with his work, that she will rec-
ommend that he should submit his master thesis quite soon and that he will 
probably get a good grade.  
In this example, we can imagine, the student’s interpretation of the supervi-
sor’s views on submission is incorrect: The supervisor thinks that drafts of 
parts of the thesis are good, but that much more work is needed before the 
thesis should be submitted. If the student had asked the supervisor directly, 
she would have recommended that the student should submit next term.  
The communication between the teacher and the student involves an associa-
tive misunderstanding: the associations the student forms about the sentence 
‘I think this is beginning to look very good’ differ from the teacher’s associa-
tions. Their contextual interpretation of what the supervisor strictly speaking 
says (the tip of the iceberg) is not the same: The student ascribed to the super-
visor beliefs (part of the message beneath the surface) that were much more 
specific and positive than the beliefs the teacher actually associated with the 
sentence.  
We can all recognize similar examples from our everyday communication. It is 
not uncommon that the language we use is not interpreted in the way we in-
tend it to be understood. When we think we have good reason to believe that 
this might happen we typically try to clarify how we want to be understood. We 
put into words the full conceptual meaning of the message we intend to con-
vey. So why does not the supervisor in the above example clarify what she 
means, in order to avoid unintended interpretations and associative misunder-
standings? The reason, we can assume, is that the supervisor thought she was 
entitled to believe that the student would understand her as she wanted to be 
understood. She thought that her wider interpretation of her own speech was a 
natural interpretation, an interpretation she had prima facie reason to believe 
that the student would form as well.  
If we had asked the supervisor, she would probably have said that it was un-
reasonable to interpret her in the way the student did. In other words, if the 
supervisor thought that the student’s interpretation was reasonable (and 
thereby an interpretation she had good reason to believe that the student 
would form), then she would typically have clarified her own wider interpreta-
tion of what she said, to make is clear how she wanted to be understood, so 
that she could avoid the misunderstanding.  
The economical principle of communication 
The supervisor example is, obviously, just one example of an interpretive mis-
understanding – a situation in which communicators interpret language acts 
in very different ways. This happens all the time – in our private and profes-
sional lives – and all these cases of poor communication can be explained in 
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the light of speech act theory and what Sperber and Wilson (1986b) call an 
‘economical principle’ about communication. 
When communicating humans automatically aim at maximal relevance, 
i.e. maximal cognitive effect for minimal processing effort. This is the 
single general factor which determines the course of human information 
processing (Sperber & Wilson 1986b, p.160). 
There are other versions of this principle than the one Sperber and Wilson 
formulate (Bach 1994, Recanti 2004, Cappelen & Lepore 2006), but the basic 
idea is the same: Language is used as actions to express complex intentions, 
and the main reason why we often misunderstand each other is that we only 
use as little language as we think we need – as few (economical) resources as 
we think is required – to convey all that we want to communicate (Grice 1989, 
Bach 1996, Carston 2002).  
The economical principle has been widely recognized as a natural framework 
for understanding real-life communicative acts (Peacocke 2007), and it is not 
difficult to understand why many theorists have thought that the principle is 
plausible. In ordinary communication it would take an enormous amount of 
time (resources) for senders to put into words all they intend to convey to their 
audiences. Senders therefore attempt to formulate only what they think is 
needed in order to communicate all that they want to communicate.  
Sperber and Wilson (1986a) give striking examples of how what they call ‘loose 
talk’ – use of utterances that are not strictly speaking true – might be the best 
way of communicating complex intentions. They imagine situations of the 
following kind:  
Marie lives just outside Paris. At a cocktail party in England Peter asks 
her where she lives. Marie answers 'I live in Paris'. Sperber & Wilson 
(S&W) claim that even though Marie's sentence expresses a proposition 
that is literally false, it is correct of her to utter that sentence in the con-
text in the following sense: from Marie's answer Peter will normally infer 
a substantial amount of true information, that Marie spends most of her 
time in the Paris area, that she lives an urban life, that Peter might try to 
meet her the next time he is in Paris, etc. But Peter will not infer that Ma-
rie lives in the city of Paris rather than just outside. The reason is, S&W 
hold, that Peter (and Marie) knows that her answer can be used in the 
way Marie used it, as the most economical way of getting someone to 
make the inferences Peter makes and which are the inferences Marie 
wants him to make.  
On the other hand, if Marie answers ‘I live just outside of Paris’, then S&W 
hold that Peter is entitled to think that Marie wants him to know that she lives 
a suburban life, that she has to travel by train every day to get to work, etc. But 
these are not inferences Marie wants Peter to make (we can even imagine that 
some of them are false). Marie knows that Peter would make such inferences 
and therefore she chooses the first answer. “In other words, it is not just that 
Marie's first answer, ‘I live in Paris’, is effective enough to convey just what she 
wants; it may be more effective than the literally true second answer” (S&W 
1986a, p.164).  
I have presented this example in length because it gives an illuminating illus-
tration of how the economical principle applies in real life. It is, more general-
ly, not difficult to understand why the principle provides an overall explanato-
ry framework for analyzing communication. It can explain successful commu-
nication (communicators do not form very different associations), but also 
poor communication (communicators form very different associations). The 
latter happened as in the imagined supervisor case above, but the point is gen-
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eral. As Davidson (1987, p. 449) observes, interpretation “rests on vast vague 
assumptions about what is and what is not shared.”  Poor communication typ-
ically happens when an audience mistakenly thinks that his wider interpreta-
tion of a senders speech acts correspond to the senders’ interpretation – that 
they share the same interpretative framework. As the supervisor example illus-
trated, this is not always the case. Our understanding of others are shaped by 
many idiosyncratic factors – such as our personal values, socio-cultural roles 
and individual horizons – and these factors can influence interpretation in 
many ways (Nordby 2008). 
Experiences of interactive communication 
Above I gave an initial description of how paramedic students struggle to se-
cure communication with AMK. In order to achieve a more fundamental un-
derstanding of why interactive communication can be so challenging, I will use 
results from a more systematic empirical study on interactive communication 
in ambulance services.  
In 2012, as part of a comprehensive research project on cooperation and col-
league support in acute medicine, researchers from Lillehammer University 
College did a qualitative study on paramedics’ experiences of prehospital 
communication. An important aim of the study was to understand how para-
medics on assignment experience their interactive communication with tele-
phone operators in AMK. The main reason why we wanted to do research on 
this relation was that we had heard critical comments of the kind described 
above. In classroom discussions and written work, many of our paramedic 
students working in ambulance services had expressed frustration about their 
communicative relation to AMK. Many described the interactive communica-
tion as ‘far from optimal’. 
For the purpose of getting more systematic knowledge of how this communica-
tion was perceived, we decided to interview paramedics students in one of our 
study courses – National paramedic program – a further education program 
for ambulance workers.viii Students in this program have (minimally) certifi-
cate of completion as ambulance workers – or an equivalent competence – and 
they usually have extensive experience from many years in prehospital ser-
vices.  
Conceptual analysis 
The interviews with the students were merely one element in a more compre-
hensive research project, and it would fall outside the limits of this article to 
present the project in detail. Furthermore, the aim here is not to present rep-
resentative results from the study in an argumentative way. If that had been 
the aim, it would be necessary to clarify concepts of reliability and detailed 
methodological assumptions the study was based on. The more modest aim 
here is to use elements from the research to shed further light on the concept 
of interactive narrowness. 
Doing this falls under the idea of conceptual analysis – of clarifying abstract 
concepts by understanding what they mean in our common language.  At-
tempts to achieve this aim have traditionally been a priori – the analyses have 
attempted to define target concepts in terms of other concepts, independently 
of empirical investigations (Harman 1999). It is not, obviously, this kind of 
conceptual analysis that is relevant when actual experiences are used to illu-
minate a concept. The strategy I will purse here falls under a more modern 
way of doing conceptual analysis that is often called ‘experimental philosophy’ 
(Knobe & Nichols 2008, Alexander 2012). The basic idea in this approach is 
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that a concept cannot be fully understood simply by relating it to other con-
cepts on the level of thought – as ‘armchair metaphysics’ (Sosa 2007). The 
concept must also be linked to the beliefs and thoughts people actually have 
about the concept’s applications conditions. As Knobe and Nichols (2008, p.8) 
observe, “no experimental philosophers has ever offered an analysis of one 
concept in terms of another. Instead, the aim is usually to provide an account 
of the factors that influence applications of a concept.” 
The last decades have witnessed a growing skepticism about a priori concep-
tual analysis (Peacocke 2007, Burge 2010, 2013, Alexander 2012). Many phi-
losophers have held that concepts definitions have to be tested against our 
linguistic intuitions, that such test are inductive (and hence empirical) in na-
ture, and that our empirical intuitions about the meaning of concepts are, in 
themselves, shaped by our experiences (Harman 2009, Swain et al 2007, 
Systma 2010).   
Experimental philosophy is a position that avoids these problems, and has 
thus become an influential approach to conceptual analysis in recent years. 
According to experimental philosophers, concepts should be saturated ‘from 
below’, on the basis of studies of how people normally understand them’. In 
this sense the aim is more modest than the aim of the traditional analyses. The 
intention is not to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the applications 
of concepts, but to elucidate – in a less rigid sense – central aspects of con-
cepts in the light of actual experiences (ibid). As Knobe and Nichols (2008, 
p.5) observe, as long as “we can offer an account of the internal psychological 
processes that underlie our judgements, we do not need to find necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the application of the concept in particular cases.” 
Correspondingly, the aim of this article is not to develop a definition of what it 
means to communicate through narrow interactive information channels. The 
aim is to use the study of the paramedics’ experiences as a platform for giving 
us a richer understanding of interactive narrowness. For this purpose, some 
striking findings from the study have been selected. In the presentation of 
these findings it will not be argued that they are representative for the profes-
sional group of paramedics as a whole. The aim is not to justify empirical con-
clusions, but to clarify interactive narrowness, and for this purpose it is suffi-
cient to select findings that can help us to understand relevant communicative 
challenges. 
Method 
Invitations to participate in the study where sent out via email to students and 
paramedics who had graduated from earlier classes. The response was over-
whelming. More than 100 paramedics wanted to participate, and 30 respond-
ents were randomly selected for one-to-one in depth interviews. This group 
consisted of personnel with different backgrounds and various levels of com-
petence skills. Some were working in rural areas, others in larger cities. All had 
in common that they were involved in interactive communication on a daily 
basis. The interviews also made it clear that the participants had many of the 
same views on interactive dialogue. No findings could be traced to differences 
related to personality or professional roles. 
The interviews were made on the basis of standard naturalistic method in 
qualitative research (Bowling 1997, Flick 2002, Berg & Lune 2012). The basic 
idea in the naturalistic approach is that literal interpretation is prima facie 
correct: Researchers are normally entitled to assume that informers mean 
ẃhat they say, that there is a direct link between their verbal statements their 
communicative intentions. According to naturalism, deviating from the prin-
ciple of literal interpretation can sometimes be justified, but this requires a 
special justification. Literal interpretation is the norm and not the exception. 
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For the purpose of understanding the paramedics’ experiences, the study used 
narrative interviews. The idea in this approach is that informants’ own stories 
and descriptions of events constitute a guiding norm for how interviews 
should be structured. A narrative approach is, as Flick (2002, p.96) observes, 
suitable when the topic of discourse are sensitive issues that cannot be cap-
tured within an ordinary question-answer scheme: “The starting point is a 
basic skepticism about how far subjective experiences may be tapped in the 
question-answer scheme of traditional interviews, even if this is handled in a 
flexible way.” If interviews are designed as a list of questions it becomes diffi-
cult to capture informers’ genuine experiences of complex social relations. 
Furthermore, informers can easily get an impression of being cross examined 
and forced into frameworks of interpretation that do not fit their idiosyncratic 
perspectives.  
A rigid interview guide will necessarily have a narrow interpretive focus. By 
using a wide narrative approach it is possible to focus holistically on informers’ 
overall horizons. As Flick observes, “Narratives allow the researcher to ap-
proach the interviewee’s experiental world in a comprehensive way”. Open 
questions give informers the possibility of engaging in reflection, so that they 
can identify their own opinions and find a language they think is suitable for 
expressing their views.  The interaction there and then between researchers 
and informants can be meaning stimulating encounters that help the inform-
ants to develop their perspectives contextually. Bowling (1997, p.341) states 
the point in an illuminating way: 
With structured interviews, conducted within a framework of positivism, 
the interview-respondent interaction is of interest only in relation to in-
terviewer bias and error, response bias and whether the interviewer has 
departed from the interview protocol. In contrast, unstructured inter-
views are regarded by qualitative researchers as a social encounter. 
Within qualitative research, relational and contextual aims of understanding 
fall under a reflective life world approach (Dahlberg et al. 2001): Researchers 
aim to understanding what the world looks like from informers’ perspective. 
As Neuman (2011, p.214) points out, the aim is to capture “an inside view and 
provide a detailed account of how the people we study understand events”.   
It is, obviously, impossible to get into other persons’ subjective perspective. 
Nevertheless, the aim of understanding others’ perspectives from the inside 
(from the outside) can be a methodological ideal. In accordance with princi-
ples from theoretical hermeneutics, reflective life world research is a useful 
holistic strategy for uncovering informers’ subjective horizons, their overall 
perspectives on themselves and the world around them (Bowling 1997, Flick 
2002). A personal horizon includes much more than thoughts and beliefs. It 
also includes mental states like emotions, attitudes and personal values. In 
order to facilitate comprehensive authentic communication, interviewers need 
to create an atmosphere that facilitates dialogue about all aspects of informers’ 
horizons. 
Findings 
The participants included ambulance personnel with various backgrounds, 
identities and professional roles. One might therefore think that they would 
describe their dialogue with AMK very differently. This hypothesis turned out 
to be false. A striking finding of the study was that the paramedics shared 
many views about their interactive relations to AMK, and that they all de-
scribed the interactive dialog as difficult and challenging. As one said: ‘Misun-
derstandings happen very often. It seems impossible to avoid them. I have no 
idea what I should do.’ 
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Furthermore, it was a widespread view that the communication was poor be-
cause it was interactive and because the AMK personnel could not observe the 
patients directly.  The following was a representative statement: ‘The reality is 
often very different from what we think. So we face a double challenge: We do 
not know what to expect when we arrive at the scene of an accident. We have 
to prepare for the worst. But then we also have to communicate this to them 
[AMK], so they can make their decisions. The problem is that they do not see 
the patient and the situation, so this can be very difficult.’ 
Conflicts 
When asked to explain why they thought the communication with AMK was so 
challenging, it was no surprise that the paramedic students did not use theo-
retical concepts from speech act theory. However, they clearly had an implicit 
understanding of the general idea about communication as involving much 
more than what is directly said. That is, they recognized that the main com-
munication problem was that they did not interpret spoken or written messag-
es – the ‘visible’ part of the iceberg – in the same way as the telephone opera-
tors in AMK.  
The paramedic students said that it was not uncommon that they disagreed 
with AMK about choices of actions. Such disagreement could typically involve 
disputes about delivery addresses, resource allocations, patient autonomy and 
interpretation of information.  When it was difficult to achieve agreement 
about these issues, conflicts sometimes arose. As one said:  
Sometimes disagreement is settled when one of us [the ambulance or 
AMK] get new factual information, like an updated medical record. In 
such cases the communication problems are not so fundamental. The re-
al problems arise when there is no new information that can help us to 
reach agreement. These disputes are not settled easily.   
It was evident that many of the conflicts had normative dimensions – they 
involved disagreement about answers to question concerning what the ambu-
lance personnel or AMK operators ought to do. As with normative questions in 
general, they did not have obvious empirical answers.   
It was interesting to note that all the paramedic students held that it was espe-
cially difficult to solve these interprofessional normative conflicts as long as 
the communication was interactive. A typical view was that ‘It is not so diffi-
cult with co-workers, like doctors, at the scene of an accident. It is so much 
harder on a busy telephone line.’ The paramedics gave two reasons for this. 
First, limited time and resources made it practically difficult to discuss chal-
lenging situations over the phone. This was described as ‘unfortunate’, since 
extensive communication in conflict situations was conceived to be of special 
importance in interactive communication. As one said, ‘We need time to reach 
agreement so that we can cooperate. In fact, we need more time when we can-
not see each other. But this is hopeless in our job. It is sad to say, but some-
times we just hang up when we realize that we cannot understand each other.’ 
Consequently, many conflicts were left unsolved and contributed to creating a 
negative tension between the paramedics and AMK operators.   
The other reason why interactive communication made it difficult to solve 
normative conflicts was that the interactive context often created what one 
paramedic described as a ‘bad atmosphere’. Intercom equipment was not 
thought to be a good channel for discussing conflicts. The technological dis-
tance made it difficult to focus rationally on arguments for and against alterna-
tive choices of action:  ‘We easily focus on the person we talk to instead of the 
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issue we should discuss. This, I think, is because we do not really trust the 
person in the other end.’  
Many of the paramedics said that they believed that it would have been better 
if they had met and learned to know the telephone operators in AMK. One 
paramedic student said about one of the ambulance coordinators: ‘We talk 
very often but I do not know him, I have never seen him, and then I tend to 
forget that he is probably a nice guy. I have absolutely no idea of what kind of 
person he is. He could, for all I know, be a machine.’ In fact, this student said 
that the associations he was disposed to form about the coordinator were 
probably not justified. When he thought about the coordinator from what he 
described as a more ‘sober perspective’, he ‘was not confident’ that some of the 
negative attitudes he ascribed to him corresponded to the attitudes the coordi-
nator actually had. 
Many paramedics talked about the phenomenon of ‘talking past each other’, 
and they said that this often happened in conflict situations. As a good exam-
ple, one paramedic mentioned an episode in which he and his colleague had 
volunteered to assist at the scene of an accident. 
We had transported a cancer patient to a centralised hospital far away 
from our station. We were driving back to the station when we heard on 
the radio that there had been a big car accident on one of the large high-
ways, not too far away from where we were now driving on a smaller 
road. This was outside our geographical area of responsibility, so we were 
not obliged to redirect our resources, and AMK did not ask us to assist. 
However, there were no other assignments waiting for us, and the other 
ambulance in our station was free to go out, so we offered our assistance. 
After a short time AMK got back to us and said that we were not needed. 
We were surprised and wondered why. At first we thought, somewhat 
typically, that the reason was that they did not trust our competence and 
wanted to get in the heavy armour instead of our services from a smaller 
district station. This interpretation got us really annoyed, as so many 
times before [when communicating with AMK]. It was also typical, I 
must admit, that we later got new information that showed that our ini-
tial interpretation was false. It turned out that there were many more re-
sources directed towards the accident than we knew, and that they were 
closer [in driving time] than we thought. So our irritation was not really 
justified. Why do we never learn? 
I have quoted this story in length because it so clearly illustrates the point 
about the significance of knowledge of other persons underlying communica-
tive intentions. If the paramedics had known more about the coordinator’s 
intentions in the first place, they would not have formed the beliefs they did. 
Thus, it is evident how the theoretical framework from speech act theory can 
explain the misunderstanding. When the ambulance coordinator in AMK used 
the speech act ‘Your assistance is not needed’ (the visible part of the iceberg), 
he did not mean to convey doubt (as a part of the iceberg beneath the surface) 
about the paramedics’ competence. The coordinator, we might assume, did not 
believe that the paramedics’ competence was below required standards. When 
the paramedics mistakenly ascribed this belief to the coordinator, an associa-
tive misunderstanding happened (Davidson 1987, Nordby 2006). The associa-
tions the paramedics formed about the coordinator’s message did not corre-
spond to the associations the coordinator had and meant to communicate. 
Fortunately, in this situation the misunderstanding was uncovered. If this had 
not happened, there is a good chance that the poor communication would have 
contributed to developing – or maintaining – a negative relation between the 
paramedics and the coordinator. The paramedics saw this themselves: ‘We 
thought they were sitting there making fun of us because we are from a district 
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service and do not perform complicated procedures like intubation very often.’ 
When the ambulance coordinator in AMK provided the further explanations, 
he did not only improve the communication there and then. He also prevented 
the misunderstanding from having negative consequences in the long run.  
Emotional communication 
In addition to conflict related communication of thoughts and beliefs, the par-
amedic students emphasized that the communication with AMK had an emo-
tional element:  ‘We are persons, not computers, and we react in various ways 
to situations involving critically ill and sometimes dying patients‘. Many as-
signments were experienced as having a heavy personal impact. The problem 
was that interactive communication channels were not conceived to be appro-
priate for discussing what one student described as the ‘human factor in our 
relation’. This became especially salient when the paramedics experienced 
negative emotions like frustration, irritation or even anger. As one said, ‘How 
can we talk about personal reactions on the phone with people we have never 
met?’ The negative emotions the paramedics described were of three types, 
depending on their directions.  
Personal coping. Some emotions were purely subjective – perceived to be 
personal reactions after difficult transports. These subjective feelings 
were not experienced as attitudes like anger, frustration or irritation di-
rected towards other persons. They were directed inwards, ‘into myself’ 
as one said. A typical statement was, ‘After difficult transports I often 
have a reaction. I take it personally.’ This could typically happen after big 
accidents, but also after ‘quiet difficult’ assignments like transports of dy-
ing cancer patients (Nordby & Nøhr 2011). Such transports were very 
challenging, but the paramedics very seldom talked about them with the 
AMK personnel. In fact, even when they talked to AMK after emotional 
assignments like transports of dying patients, the tone was described as 
formal and business like. The paramedics and the ambulance coordina-
tors in AMK did not discuss personal difficulties or support each other, 
and this was attributed to the interactive context. As one paramedic said: 
‘When the person listening is an unfamiliar voice in the other end of a 
phone, it is difficult to talk about this’. Some paramedics mentioned body 
contact as crucial after emotional work: ‘Sometimes we just need some-
one who can hold an arm around us. The phone is simply not the same.’ 
External relations. A second kind of emotions was directed towards co-
workers from other professions, like personnel from the police and fire 
brigades. Many paramedics mentioned as typical examples emotional 
states like frustration or irritation, arising from poor cooperation on the 
scene of big accidents. Time pressure and acuteness of situations often 
resulted in emotional communication between the emergency personnel. 
In these situations it could be very difficult to find and maintain appro-
priate roles, respect leadership and getting updated information concern-
ing cooperation and allocation of resources. Many of the paramedics 
missed more support from AMK. ‘I know that it is not easy for them, but 
I would like to have more back up. Sometimes I think they could express 
a better understanding of the chaotic situations we are in, how difficult it 
is for us to get a good overview of the accident’. The paramedics said that 
they wished they could get more updated information from AMK and 
that AMK’s communication could be better adjusted to the stressful and 
emotional prehospital work. ix Again, this was connected to interactive 
communication and the lack of face-to-face meetings. AMK personnel 
could not see the difficult situations, and ‘all the chaos and tension in the 
air’ as one said. 
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Internal relations. The paramedic students held that emotional commu-
nication was especially challenging when they experienced frustration, ir-
ritation or even anger in relations to medical doctors and the telephone 
operators in AMK. Supervising physicians who were formally responsible 
for patients were sometimes conceived to be arrogant and not always in-
terested in cooperation. One paramedic said: ‘We talk to them on the 
phone, but some of them think they always know best even though they 
have very little prehospital experience. They are not really interested in 
listening to us.’ Once again, the paramedics blamed the interactive dis-
tance, and the fact that many of the doctors did not have a good observa-
tional understanding of the prehospital reality: ‘They know medicine, but 
we see the patient and have many years of clinical experience.’ Many par-
amedics were also dissatisfied with the practical information sent out by 
AMK. Patient descriptions were described as incomplete and difficult to 
understand, and individuals in AMK were conceived to be conflict shy 
and uncommunicative. One described an episode in which an irritated 
ambulance coordinator in AMK eventually said ‘If you do your job, I will 
do mine’. This was not perceived as a positive comment, and it was re-
garded as particular unsuitable in an interactive setting.  
Just as the paramedics saw that their critical beliefs could sometimes be unjus-
tified, they recognized that their emotional frustration was not always rational-
ly grounded in facts and knowledge of the perspectives AMK operators have. 
As one observed, ‘They have their sense of reality, I have mine. Deep inside I 
know that I have to understand before I can criticize. The problem is that it is 
so difficult when we live in separate worlds.’  Another said that ‘They are sit-
ting in their control room deep down in the bunker. They nevertheless have an 
interactive overview that we do not have. We, however, are in the frontline and 
observe the patients directly. That can be difficult to remember, both for us 
and them [AMK].” 
Not all the paramedics had a good understanding of this. When we asked them 
how they perceived the fact that the ambulances and AMK were working from 
different perspectives, some paramedics showed little or no awareness of the 
different professional roles and the limits and possibilities of information ex-
change. The majority, however, held that this was something they should I 
have in mind before criticizing AMK for making decisions that were objectively 
unsound. As one said: ‘Criticism can only be justified if it is based on a good 
understanding in the first place’.  
This statement deserves a special comment: it displays an impressive under-
standing not only of the distinction between understanding and justification, 
but also the deep philosophical dualism between communication and episte-
mology. In philosophy of mind and language, it has been a widespread as-
sumption that questions of how it is correct to understand other persons 
should be distinguished from questions of who is right about an issue of dis-
pute (Nordby 2005). Real ‘authentic’ agreement – agreement that is based on 
dialogue in which communicators are not talking past each other – presuppos-
es a shared sense of meaning and reality in the first place. This is of particular 
importance in interactive dialogue: the communicative narrowness makes it 
easy to jump to conclusions based on insufficient knowledge due to the nar-
rowness of the channel. Several paramedics emphasized that this was some-
thing it was important to acknowledge. They thought that being able to adjust 
their own communication to AMK’s perspective should be part of their profes-
sional competence. Again, the emphasis was on learning to know each other 
and perspectives from the other side. 
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Analysis 
According to the idea of experimental conceptual analysis – as outline above – 
actual experiences of a phenomenon can tell us something important about 
concepts that refer to that phenomenon, The idea is, as Knobe and Nichols 
(2008, p.4) observes, that ‘Experimental philosophers proceed by conducting 
experimental investigations of the psychological processes underlying people’s 
intuitions about philosophical issues’ The target concept here is the concept of 
narrow interactive communication that does not involve an ordinary face-to-
face encounter. In this section I will show how the paramedics’ experiences 
can shed illuminating light on communicative challenges in interactive set-
tings. 
It was striking how the paramedics’ experiences of communication with AMK 
could be explained in the light of speech act theory. The paramedics held that 
the fundamental problem was that it was difficult to understand – and be un-
derstood – in ‘the right way’. Both the paramedics and the AMK operators 
normally grasped the meaning of what was directly expressed. It was the asso-
ciations underlying the messages literally expressed – displayed on a screen or 
heard on the phone – that were different. 
All the paramedics held that the main problem was the communicative dis-
tance; that the narrowness of communication via telephone or on-line written 
messages constituted a fundamental obstacle to successful communication. 
Misinterpretation happened no matter how the paramedics tried to secure 
dialogue: the lack of interpretive clues made it impossible to avoid poor com-
munication. Thus, the interviews with the paramedics support the idea that 
there is an irreducible element in face-to-face communication; that dialogue in 
which communicators are present together – in the same physical space – has 
a dimension that necessarily is absent in interactive communication.  
Interpreted as a philosophical idea, this principle of irreducibility involves two 
claims about the essential nature of face-to-face communication.  
Metaphysical anti-reductionism. The first claim is that in face-to-face 
encounters there is a link between communicators that does not exist in 
interactive discourse. The idea is that the two forms of communication do 
not have the same ontological nature, in the sense that the aspect of to-
getherness in face-to-face communication is non-existing in interactive 
discourse. Metaphysical anti-reductionism implies that being together is 
an intrinsic property of face-to-face communication; the property exists 
independently of how we judge this kind of communication. This was ac-
centuated in the study when the paramedics said that it was impossible 
to capture exactly what was missing in the interactive dialogue. It was 
something that just wasn’t there. 
Correspondingly, communicative anti-reductionism implies that togetherness 
is an extrinsic property of interactive communication. That is, no matter how 
interactive communication is designed to constitute togetherness, there will 
always be something missing: we might think we have managed to create a 
personal context, but the direct link is never there ‘in itself’, as what philoso-
phers call a genuine ‘primary’ property (Stroud 2000).x 
Epistemological anti-reductionism. The second claim of anti-reduc-
tionism concerns what we know, how our perspectives on the world re-
late to the world as it is, as opposed to how we think it is.xi Epistemologi-
cal anti-reductionism implies that we have cognitive access to something 
in a special irreducible way on one level of inquiry, and that this access is 
not available on other (lower) levels. Applied to the distinction between 
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face-to-face and interactive communication, the idea would be that face-
to-face communicators can achieve an understanding that they cannot 
reach in interactive contexts: while face-to-face knowledge of under-
standing is direct, understanding in interactive communication is medi-
ated and indirect through information conveying technology.xii  
All the paramedics claimed that it was problematic to understand the commu-
nicative intentions that the AMK operators expressed. The problem was partly 
that they represented a different professional culture, but the main challenge 
was the context of communication: The paramedics did not merely have (as 
they also have in face-to-face communication) indirect access to the operators’ 
thoughts and beliefs. They also had nothing more than indirect access to vital 
interpretive clues – like nonverbal behaviour – that they could not see. All the 
limiting factors of the interactive dialogue made it difficult to form reliable 
interpretations. 
Actions and evaluative judgements 
The distinction between communicative anti-reductionism and reductionism 
has a striking parallel in theoretical ethics. Many philosophers have argued 
that we should make a deep distinction between theories asserting that ethical 
insight can be reduced to knowledge of moral rules (if you know and follow the 
rules your actions are good), and theories asserting that ethical insight must be 
based on a subjective competence that cannot be reduced to knowledge of 
rules. As Scott (2003, p.26) observes, the latter kind of ethical anti-
reductionism has been become influential in the last few decades: “ [A] num-
ber of contributors to the health care ethics literature have, for a number of 
years now, tried to argue that a virtue theory approach is needed at least as a 
supplement to a duty- and principle-based approach.” According to critics of 
rule bases ethics, there is an awareness and subjective capacity of evaluative 
judgement that is irreducible; that cannot be described as empirical knowledge 
or learned like methodological tools or instructions in a manual (Nordby 
2007).  
The paramedics’ experiences of interactive narrowness support the idea that 
actual evaluative judgements are irreducible in this sense. Rules or instruc-
tions could not solve disputes about solutions to ethical dilemmas; even when 
it was possible to talk extensively about choices of action, the discourse was 
conceived to be incomplete. The way the paramedics thought that an evalua-
tive judgement was justified, could not be captured in words. Thus, the reason 
why the paramedics found it so difficult to solve ethical conflicts was that they 
found it hard to understand and convey ethical justifications. If communi-
cating a justification had been a matter of conveying statements, then this 
would not have been so problematic. 
Closeness 
Ethical irreducibility is a general view, and we should distinguish this view 
from more specific explanations of why ethical justification cannot be reduced 
to rules. One influential explanation is that justification is connected to direct 
experiences of wanting to help other persons. In health work, this emphasis on 
closeness has often been connected to the French philosopher Levinas (1987) 
and his analysis of the appeal of the face: 
The face forces itself on me, without it being possible for me to remain 
deaf to its summons or to forget it, that is to say making it impossible for 
me to cease being responsible for its helplessness. Consciousness no 
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longer has priority …To be I means from now on to be unable to escape 
responsibility. 
It was precisely this closeness that the informers pointed to when they ex-
plained why the interactive narrowness made it so difficult to avoid conflicts 
about choices of action in patient work. The ethical insight was grounded in in 
face-to-face encounters with suffering patients, and these experiences could 
not be detached from the encounters.  The conflicts were difficult to solve as 
long as the AMK operators did not have a direct understanding of what it was 
like to be there – looking into the eyes of patients who really need help. The 
paramedics thought that many conflicts could have been solved if the AMK 
operators had more experience from patient work. 
Ethics and communication 
Ethical dilemmas cannot be sharply distinguished from communicative chal-
lenges, but there is, nevertheless, a crucial difference between communication 
and ethics. In communicative practices we aim to convey thoughts and beliefs 
to others, in ethical practices we try to understand what it right and wrong. 
However, the practices also have a fundamental evaluative similarity. Com-
municating successfully is a matter of getting messages across in the intended 
‘right’ way, just as ethical deliberation aims to understand what is morally 
‘right’. Furthermore, like analyses of communication, ethical inquiry focuses 
on actions. Ethical inquiry is more explicitly concerned with ordinary bodily 
actions, but use of language – not only speech acts – can also be evaluated as 
moral actions. In general, the scope of value evaluations includes all behavior 
that expresses intentional content.  
This was clearly acknowledged in the study of the paramedics’ experiences. 
When the paramedics focused on evaluations, they were not merely concerned 
with bodily actions in patient work. They were also concerned with the verbal 
utterances in the interactive dialogue. They were critical to many of the state-
ments made by AMK, and they thought that they got undeserved criticism for 
saying what they did. A typical example was the abovementioned ‘I do my job 
example’. This was conceived to be a statement that contributed to causing a 
conflict about the assignment. But it was also a conflict about how the utter-
ance should be interpreted. The paramedics ascribed a negative value to the 
coordinator’s speech act. The coordinator, on the other hand, thought that this 
was an appropriate remark (otherwise he would not have used it) 
In other words, the interactive conflict had two levels. One concerned the as-
signment they were talking about, the other the speech acts they used to refer 
to that assignment. Both conflicts involved disagreement about values of ac-
tions, and both were difficult to address in the interactive setting. However, 
there was a crucial difference between them. The evaluations of the speech acts 
were evaluations about actions that could be directly observed. The discus-
sions of actions in the patient work, on the other hand, were discussions of 
actions that AMK could not observe directly. 
One might think that this would make a crucial difference, that the level of 
precision and possibility of agreement was better when the objects of discus-
sion were transparent to both parties. This, however, was not the case. Con-
flicts and emotional communication were typically grounded in negative inter-
pretations of others’ speech acts, and the verbal conflicts were just as challeng-
ing as the conflicts about bodily actions. This finding really accentuates how 
fragile the interactive communication was: The problem was not merely that 
the paramedics and the AMK personnel misinterpreted each other in the sense 
that they had different perspectives on the reality of the patient work. The 
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speech acts they used to talk about the patient work were also interpreted in 
entirely different ways. 
Personal coping 
I have so far focused on tensions in the interactive relations between the par-
amedics and the AMK personnel.  As shown, the paramedics also said that the 
misunderstandings had a heavy personal impact. In order to get a richer pic-
ture of the communicative challenges in interactive dialogue, we should there-
fore say something about the psychological effects of the poor communication. 
Fundamentally, all the paramedics agreed that the context created interpretive 
doubt. Furthermore, when they were uncertain about the AMK operators’ mo-
tives, they tended to focus on negative interpretations. They ascribed negative 
attitudes to operators, even when they recognized that this was not justified. A 
striking example was the abovementioned situation involving an AMK opera-
tor who said ‘Your assistance is not needed’. The paramedics suspected that 
the operator had doubts about their competence skills, but they also recog-
nized, later on, that the statement could be, and probably should be, interpret-
ed differently. The problem was that the context created a negative interpre-
tive filter; the communicative  distance made it difficult to form more positive 
interpretations.   
The negative interpretations created dissatisfaction and frustration on person-
al levels. This, in turn, led to a general tension, poor cooperation and a domino 
effect that influenced the quality of the patient work. What started as ‘small 
misunderstandings’ had large consequences. The paramedics recognized this, 
but they thought that their ascriptions of negative attitudes were a natural 
human reaction. And they blamed the interactive nature of the communica-
tion. 
The other main problem related to the psychological consequences of the poor 
communication, was that it was difficult for others to see how the paramedics 
coped with assignments that had a heavy personal impact. The paramedics 
talked about debriefing as an example. They sometimes needed collegial sup-
port arrangements after emotional work, but understanding when this was 
needed was, to a large extent, a matter of observing a person’s behavior. It was 
necessary to see the person. Talking to someone on the phone could not always 
reveal the need for a debriefing talk, and certainly not replace a real conversa-
tion about difficult transports. A debriefing arrangement should be a close 
personal encounter where those involved could share emotions and thoughts. 
All the paramedics agreed that when they really needed to talk to someone, it 
was important to be situated together.  
Pedagogical implications 
There are, obviously, many health related challenges in paramedic-AMK 
communication that are idiosyncratic – not salient in interactive communica-
tion in other professional relations. However, the results of the paramedic 
study, and the way they can be analyzed on the basis of speech act theory, are 
clearly relevant in other contexts. The interpersonal challenges described by 
the paramedics can arise in a variety of communicative relations involving 
comprehensive use of information conveying technology.  
The nature of these challenges will vary, and it is difficult to develop substan-
tial analyses on a general level. In order to clarify how the findings can shed 
light on interactive narrowness in other contexts, I will therefore focus on one 
area that is of special relevance in this journal, namely communication be-
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tween teachers and students in distance learning courses. Obviously, students 
recruited from professional services are not always involved in as much work-
related interactive communication as paramedics working in ambulances. 
However, like the paramedics in the national study program, students in ado-
lescent courses and distance education typically use interactive communica-
tion extensively in their studies (Katz 1999). For the purpose of understanding 
the wider significance of the points made above, a natural area of generaliza-
tion is therefore interactive communication related to studies for professional 
groups, in further education courses and other more or less formal pedagogical 
contexts. This is a wide area that involves a variety of communicative relations 
(Keegan 1994). For simplicity I will focus on the conceptual relation between 
‘teachers’ and ‘students’. It will be easy to understand how the implications I 
will outline apply to other learning relations, like interactive group work and 
other forms of communication between students. 
The main implication is straightforward: as the initial student supervisor ex-
ample above illustrated, students and teachers can sometimes misinterpret 
speech acts, and the use of interactive communication increases the risk of this 
happening. When narrow communication channels like chat programs or 
emails are used, it is more difficult for students to make reliable interpreta-
tions of how teachers express communicative intentions. Consequently, they 
can often form mistaken beliefs about the part of the communicative ‘iceberg’ 
that lies beneath the surface.  
Obviously, when students and teachers do not meet very often, interactive 
classrooms are valuable arenas for dialog (Saba & Shearer 1994, Saba 2000, 
Nordby 2006). But there are many pitfalls when senders and audiences are not 
present together, and this is why the paramedic students’ experiences are so 
interesting. They not only illustrate how challenging it can be to secure suc-
cessful communication in interactive contexts. More importantly, the study 
has practical and normative dimensions, in the sense that it indicates how 
interactive teacher-student communication can be improved. Four implica-
tions should be accentuated:  
1. The paramedic study suggests that conflicts and emotional issues 
should, as far as possible, be discussed face-to-face. If it is not realisti-
cally possible to do so in a conflict situation, it is normally a good idea 
to arrange a face-to-face meeting later, when this is realistically possi-
ble. The interviews with the paramedic students indicate that if this is 
not done, unresolved tensions can have a negative impact on the 
teacher-student relation. Formal or informal ‘debriefing’ talks – in set-
tings that all parties experience as comfortable – are important to 
clear the air. As the professional leader in the relation, this is some-
thing teachers need to pay special attention to. Students have normal-
ly no choice but to defer to teachers’ way of organizing the communi-
cation. As the rule (and not the exception), creating a dialogue context 
that students are comfortable with, falls within teachers’ area of re-
sponsibility. 
 
2. Speech act theory has a normative implication for teachers in commu-
nicative processes: if they have reason to think that the beliefs they as-
sociate with a message are radically different from the beliefs students 
form, they should clarify their own associations, so that these associa-
tions end up in the consciousness of their audiences. Thus, if a teacher 
thinks that a student is about to misinterpret his speech acts, he 
should bring his own interpretation to the surface. In the supervisor 
example above, it was a good question whether the student’s mistaken 
interpretation was a natural interpretation. It is, at any rate, clearly 
possible to interpret the rather vague sentence ‘I think this is begin-
ning to look very good‘ in various ways. This means that the principle 
of economical communication should be weakened from the perspec-
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tive of the supervisor. In order to avoid possible misunderstanding 
(and resource consuming) unintended consequences, she should have 
invested more time in clarifying her overall intentions. Using extra re-
sources was especially important in the light of the fact that the mis-
understanding could have substantial negative consequences.xiii  
 
3. The principle about uncovering associations also applies in the other 
way in pedagogical relations, when students are senders and teachers 
audiences. Speech acts expressed by students contain much more than 
what they directly say. They use what they regard as the most conven-
ient way of conveying what they want to communicate, but their own 
interpretations of links between observable language and background 
intention is colored by their subjective perspectives – their social 
roles, values and cultural horizons of understanding. These horizons 
can be very different from their (‘old fashioned?’) teachers’ horizons, 
and when the communication channel is interactive, it can be even 
more difficult for teachers to get a good understanding of students’ 
communicative intentions. The implication for teachers is obvious: 
when there is good reason to interpret a student’s speech act in a non-
standard way, they should seek to uncover the student’s interpreta-
tion. Straightforward questions like ‘Do you mean that…?’ or ‘Do I un-
derstand you correctly if you mean that…?’ are often sufficient. Many 
unintended consequences of poor communication can be avoided if 
teachers have (interactive!) social antennas for noticing when such 
questions are appropriate. 
 
4. Communication related to conflicts and emotional communication 
should be based on a shared understanding. A fundamental misunder-
standing happens if two communicators who disagree about a topic of 
discourse are talking past each other – if the disagreement is based on 
an insufficient understanding of the other person’s perspective. A typi-
cal example might be a case in which a student has received a lower 
grade on an essay than what he expected. Normally the student only 
sees the grade, and he might easily be wrong about his teacher’s beliefs 
about the content of the essay. The student might, for instance, think 
that the teacher is not satisfied with his knowledge of the topic area. 
The teacher, however, might be satisfied with this but not so satisfied 
with the student’s discussion. He might think that the essay lacks a 
good, independent voice and sound arguments. 
Obviously, in ‘authentic’ two-way communication, all parties have a responsi-
bility for securing dialogue. This principle also applies in the relation between 
teachers and students.  However, there are two reasons why teachers have the 
primary responsibility for paying attention to the four conditions I have out-
lined. First, the relation between teachers and students is a professional, for-
malized relation. It is therefore also part of teachers’ professional duty to se-
cure communication.xiv Second, students are, even informally, often the ‘weak’ 
part. The psychological dynamics of the relation can make it difficult for stu-
dents to raise their voices and take the initiative to uncover possible misunder-
standings and talk about what they regard as poor communication. 
Conclusion 
In this article I have used speech act theory and actual experiences of interac-
tive narrowness to clarify challenges in communication that does not involve 
an ordinary face-to-face encounter. Obviously, much more could be said about 
these challenges, but that would fall outside the limits here. My aim has been 
to clarify the idea that there is an irreducible element in face-to-face commu-
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nication, and use this idea to explain why it is so challenging to secure com-
munication in interactive settings.  
The main challenge, I have argued, is that it is difficult to find the right words 
in narrow interactive settings. Furthermore, finding the right words and ex-
press all that is needed is, in the final instance, a matter of understanding what 
is right and wrong. In interactive communication it is especially important to 
choose one’s speech acts carefully and to be aware of how audiences reads 
more into expressed messages than what is strictly speaking said. In formal 
relations such as the relation between teachers and students, this responsibil-
ity involves more than avoiding associative misinterpretation: Teachers need 
to be sensitive to idiosyncratic interpretations that students do not express 
directly in words, but they also have professional obligation to understand 
when interactive communication cannot substitute the closeness of a real face-
to-face encounter. 
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Endnotes 
i http://com.fronter.info/ 
ii https://www.itslearning.com/welcome.aspx 
iii In Norway these centers are called ‘AMK’. This is where you get if you dial medical 
emergency number (113 in Norway). 
iv The distinction between face-to-face and interactive communication is not sharp. For 
the purposes here, we do not have to rely on a definition of the distinction.  It is suffi-
cient to rely on an intuitive conception.  For a detailed discussion of how the concept of 
interactive communication should be defined, see Nordby (2011). 
v http://hil.no/nasjonal_paramedic_utdanning.  
vi Nurses working in AMK answer medical emergency calls and cooperate with 
ambulance coordinators who make practical arrangements related to the ambulance 
assignments. Paramedics in the ambulances units communicate extensively with the 
coordinators and sometimes with the emergency nurses.   
vii The reason why some paramedics never met the AMK personnel was that they 
worked in ambulance services that never delivered patients to the hospital where AMK 
was situated. Paramedics who knew the persons working in AMK often transported 
patients to causalty centres situated close to the AMK central, and there was an infor-
mal culture of visiting AMK after patient delivery.   
viii The program is session based and uses principles from distance education in be-
tween the sessions. For a general introduction to distance education, see Keegan 
(1996). 
ix AMK normally gets updated information from the other emergency centrals – police 
and fire brigades – and it is usually possible for AMK to forward this information to the 
ambulance units when they are on their way to the scene of an accident. The paramed-
ics appreciate this, as they become better prepared for the reality that awaits them. 
x The direct link would then be a secondary property, in the same way colors and other 
relational properties have been thought of as partly subjective in nature (Stroud 2000) 
xi Realism is the view that many objects and properties in the world around us exist 
independently of us. Realism goes hand in hand with fallibilism, the view that we can 
never know for sure that we think is true really is true. Nowadays, most philosophers 
are realists of some form (Boghossian 2007). 
xii This idea about face-to-face directness has a parallel in theories of self-knowledge – 
theories of how we have privileged access to our own conscious thoughts (Burge 2013). 
Obviously, we do not have direct first-person access to others’ thoughts in face-to-face 
communication, but the principled distinction between directness and indirectness is 
the same: Epistemological anti-reductionism about communication claims that there is 
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an asymmetry between direct face-to-face communication and indirect interactive 
communication. 
xiii This typically happens when the misunderstanding leads actions that are incon-
sistent with the senders intentions. In the above example we might imagine that the 
student, as a consequence of the misunderstanding, starts to apply for jobs because he 
thinks he will soon graduate. 
xiv It is also reasonable to assume that it is part of teachers’ responsibility to talk to 
students about their relational communication. Clarifying this is often a key to avoiding 
conflicts. In fact, knowledge of communication principles can be helpful for teachers in 
two ways. The knowledge can guide them in their interaction with students, but they 
can also, somewhat more theoretically, pass the knowledge on to the students.  
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